Mascot Mk2

The world’s first FULLY modular care cot –
the Mascot Mk2 from Theraposture
Theraposture have introduced the next generation Mk2 Mascot care cot to take the
concept of modular flexibility to the next level. This remarkable sleeping solution is
designed to allow the changing needs of a user (and their carers), to be continually
met and managed by adapting a modular design.
The Mascot Mk2 offers scope to adapt the electrically operated functions together
with the option to alter the quantity, height and construction of doors.
Delivering safety, great looks, affordability without compromising quality,
plus full modular flexibility – the Mascot Mk2 is a future proof, flexible solution.
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Mascot Mk2

Fully Modular Adjustable System Cot
Why buy a Mascot Mk2?
As the market leading expert and
supplier of adjustable care cots,
Theraposture Ltd have concluded
that there is a need for a cot bed that
offers enough flexibility to change
when needs change. Frequently care
cots can be over specified to cater
for possible future needs that are
not always known. This adds to the
cost and in many cases this extra
specification is never needed.

The solution is a modular design
that is interchangeable and adaptable
so that the cot bed can be easily
modified in a cost effective way.
The Mascot Mk2 is made using
the finest proven materials and
components available. Each cot can
be individually specified without
having to pay for ‘a special’ – every
Mascot Mk2 is ‘a special’ but at
an affordable price thanks to its
modular construction.

Two easily interchangeable access options

8 door opening

4 door opening

• Meets the needs of 80% of paediatric
clients

• Choice of platform sizes: 140cm
(variable height only), 170cm or 200cm

• Hand-crafted in high quality Beech
wood with robust metal mechanisms
and reliable motors

• Low entry height of just 23cm to
assist transfers

• Offers leading flexibility because of its
modular design
• Easy conversion from four to eight
doors for access to one or both sides
• Interchangeable choice of either 60, 80,
90 or 98cm high sides
• Interchangeable choice of functions
including profiling, variable height and
Anti-Trendelenburg

• Choice of interchangeable rails,
Perspex or padding in any cot section
• Meets the essential BSEN 60601-2-52
safe working height requirement so
potential back strain is minimised
for carers
• Competitively priced and with the
potential to save future cot purchases
• Available from stock with massively
reduced lead times

Bespoke padding to exactly meet individual needs

With the new internal divider system, the Mascot
Mk2 provides a more size-appropriate space for
very young children. It also creates a storage
area until such time that the divider system can
be removed, when more space is needed as a

child grows. Just one product could potentially
be used throughout all stages of a child’s
development, hence a ‘whole life solution.’

Did you know that
the perspex or rail
door inserts are
interchangeable?

Two choices in function
Mascot with KR1
Variable height only with AntiTrendelenburg / Trendelenburg

Mascot with KR3
Variable height and profiling with AntiTrendelenburg / Trendelenburg

Because of the modular design, these functions
are completely interchangeable. On all Mk2
Mascots the variable height range is 60cm which
means that the BSEN 60601-2-52 safe working
height requirements are met. The starting height
is just 23cm making this one of the lowest cot
beds available, rising to 83cm with the entire cot
bed rising to ensure that the full cot side height
is maintained even in the highest position.

Simple, secure, safe
and easy to use
No need for full length locking bars!

Meets BSEN 60601-2-52 safe working height
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Meets BSEN 60601-2-52 safe working height
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High quality and durable padding for maximum safety
1. Our SOFT clear windows are vitally important
to allow visual access to and from the cot.
Because they are soft, they become part of the
padding and therefore the padding itself is not
compromised in any way. Our windows are
double ‘glazed’ with a pocket of air providing
the cushioning and the clear material is soft and
perfectly transparent.
Windows make a massive difference to a cot that
requires padding as without them, the cot may
appear enclosed. Equally, anything less than soft
windows will present a potential for injury, or can
restrict visual access.

2. When we pad a cot bed, we cut the
mattress to ensure a snug fit with no gaps.
This is an important safety consideration as
gaps should be avoided completely if practically
possible. The material that we use is mostly
Panvelle or vinyl which is soft to the touch yet
non-permeable, anti-bacterial, anti-microbial and
anti-fungal. It can either be attached with Velcro
or bolts for extra security and reinforced/antitear fabrics are also available.

3. The Mascot Mk2 can be padded however you
so desire. The height of the padding doesn’t have
to be full height or on all internal surfaces. If the
padding is full height, we can also pad up and over
the top edge, as often this area of the cot may
cause an injury if a loss of balance occurs. Our
assessment process identifies the needs, wants
and risks of each situation. The recommendation
that we make takes all of these considerations
into account.

There is a massive choice of colours, patterns
and child friendly prints allowing the Mascot
Mk2 to be personalised.

Because the Mascot Mk2 is modular, padding
can be fitted retrospectively in the home
avoiding added cost and inconvenience.

Mascot Mk2

Fully Modular Adjustable System Cot
Two finish options

Beech hardwood painted white
(special order)

Specification options
146kg

Max patient weight

Door height options (interchangeable)
The default arrangement is for Perspex on doors
one and four with rails in doors two and three.
Because the door inserts are removable, you can
have any combination of rails or Perspex on the
60, 80 and 90cm Mascot, either at any time. Feed
tube/ventilation holes can be specified if needed.

Inner dimensions (mm)

1400x915 / 1650x915 / 1950x915

Outer dimensions (mm)

1672x988 / 1902x988 / 2202x988

Variable height

standard, 60cm

Trendelenburg

standard with lock off key

Anti-Trendelenburg

standard

Profiling

option

Castors

standard, individually braked

• 80cm (One piece full height rails and Perspex)

Platform height

23cm

Height adjustment

60cm

Door height options

60, 80, 90 and 98cm

• 90cm (Full height rails and Perspex with
strengthening batten)

Hoist clearance

standard

Finish
		

painted or natural wood with
coloured rails

Material

beech hardwood

Padding

option

Safe base

option

Locking device

included

Mattress

option

Electrical back up

emergency single use lowering
full back up option

Voltage

230v

Output

24v

Theraposture Limited
Kingdom Avenue, Northacre Industrial Park
Westbury, Wiltshire BA13 4WE

Freephone: 0800 834654
Email: info@theraposture.co.uk
www.theraposture.co.uk

Beech hardwood with coloured
rails and clear Perspex

• 60cm (One piece full height rails and Perspex)

• 98cm (Full height rails and Perspex with
strengthening batten)

Mattresses
All mattresses that are used in the Mascot Mk2
are supplied with waterproof covers. Each
mattress is cut to the exact internal dimensions
of the cot bed to ensure that there are no gaps.

The choice is:
• Standard foam
• W17 medium risk

• W14 low risk
• W24 high risk

Our assessment service, Suitability Guarantee and positive outcomes.
By working with Theraposture you will be offered
a free of charge home assessment service including
a product demonstration. This is a vital part of our
process in determining the best solution for the
intended user.
Our highly experienced Trusted Assessors
working with a Healthcare Professional will help
to identify and understand the needs, wants and
risks for each user. This process results in an
assessment report which determines the correct
prescription and provides a useful record and
justification for the recommended cot bed.
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By working with our Assessor, we will take
the full responsibility for what is made and
supplied. We will provide a suitability guarantee
in every situation, including bespoke products,
to ensure that should any issues arise within
the first 14 days of use,Theraposture will
either make changes, remake the product to a
different specification (to an equivalent value)
or will refund the cost of the product in full
if preferred. Our goal is to achieve positive
outcomes for all of our equipment users.
Our detailed assessment procedure ensures
that we get things right first time.

